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Corrigendum to the paper 
NATURAL BIJECTIONS BETWEEN DIRECTED 
AND UNDIRECTED SELF-COMPLEMENTARY GRAPHS 
by Bohdan Zelinka (Math. Slovaca 37, 1987, 363—366). 
On page 364, in the 2nd row from below, there should be uf_hQu0
6 instead of w0 uf_hQ. 
Errata*} for the paper 
ALMOST APPROXIMATELY CONVEX FUNTIONS 
by Roman Ger (Math. Slovaca 38, 1988, 61—78.) 
Page 61, line 3 up should read: open and convex 
Page 63, line 4 should read: min{ne M u {0}: 
Line 9 up should be omitted: is equal to something equals something 
Page 64, line 18 should insert: shall say that Jx and ^ are conjugate provided that for each member 
M of J$ there exists 
И) Page 70, line 3. For f(x 4- 12"n) read: f 
Line 5 should read: implies that 
i„f /(*+*>+/(*-»)</(JC) + 2g 
heA(x)\W J 
Page 71, line 3. For [S(S(x 0)u W(x0)\read: [S(x0)u W(x0)] 
Line 5. For inf read: inf ess 
Page 76, line 16 up should read: C1{JX ) 
Added in prof: The results presented in this paper where announced during the "Summer School 
on Real Functions" held in Dolne Oresany (Czechoslovakia) on May 24—29, 1982. 
*} Editors are excusing for these misprints 
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